
Post-Hoc Tests

• After significant 
ANOVA result, we 
know that at least two 
means are different 
(NOTE: ANOVA is                  

an omnibus test). 

• Post-Hoc (After-the-Fact) tests are able to 
identify which pairs of samples are 
responsible for the significant ANOVA result



Post-Hoc Tests

• Which post hoc test to conduct depends on the 
assumptions and on how conservative you want          
to be concerning the chance of a type-I error. 

• Tukey’s test accurately maintains alpha levels           
at intended values as long as model assumptions 
are met (i.e., normality, homogeneous variances). 

• NOTE: Tukey is default for ANOVA in Rcmdr.

• In R, Bonferroni and related methods 
implemented using the pairwise.t.test() function.



P-Adjustment Methods

• The adjustment methods include the Bonferroni 
correction ("bonferroni") in which the p-values 
are multiplied by the number of comparisons. 

• Less conservative corrections included by:

o Holm (1979) ("holm")
o Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) ("BH" or "fdr") 



Post-Hoc Test Options
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• Bonferroni correction 
is very conservative: 

o More difficult            
to find a              
significant result 
(lower power)

o Easier to make 
type-II error

Same comparison 
for all tests

*
*



Post-Hoc Test Options

• Holm method is less 
conservative than the  
Bonferroni correction: 

o Ranks p values from 
largest to smallest 
(using index j)

o Calculates 
P crit = alpha / j
(where j is rank   

of each p value)

Different 
comparison 

for each test

*
*



Post-Hoc Test Options

• Benjamin-Hochberg method
estimates type-I error rate 
using False Discovery Rate (FDR). 

FDR = Falsely Rejected Nulls
Total Rejected Nulls

o Ranks p values from smallest 
to largest (using index j)

o Calculates P crit = 
alpha * (j / k)  

(where k = number tests)

Different 
comparison 

for each test

*

*
*

*



Post-Hoc Tests

Tukey: Do not consider multiple testing
(each sample pair compared using alpha = 0.05)

Other options consider multiple testing:

Bonferroni: Most Conservative 
(Less Likely to Yield  a Significant Result)

Holm: Middle-of-the-road Conservative

Benjamin-Hochberg: Least Conservative



Post-Hoc Bonferroni Test 

> pairwise.t.test(viagra$libido, viagra$dose, 
p.adjust.method = "bonferroni")

Pairwise comparisons using t tests with pooled SD data: 

viagra$libido and viagra$dose

high low 

low 0.025 -
mid 0.196 0.845

Outcome: 
HIGH  significantly different from LOW



Post-Hoc Holm Test 

> pairwise.t.test(viagra$libido, viagra$dose, 
p.adjust.method = “holm")

Pairwise comparisons using t tests with pooled SD data: 

viagra$libido and viagra$dose

high low 

low 0.025 -
mid 0.130 0.282

Outcome: 
HIGH  significantly different from LOW



Post-Hoc BH Test 

> pairwise.t.test(viagra$libido, viagra$dose, 
p.adjust.method = “BH")

Pairwise comparisons using t tests with pooled SD data: 

viagra$libido and viagra$dose

high low 

low 0.025 -
mid 0.098 0.282

Outcome: 
HIGH  significantly different from LOW



ANOVA Summary

• One-way ANOVA allows us to analyze experiments 
involving only one independent variable (factor) 
manipulated in multiple ways and only one measured 
outcome variable. It is an expansion of the T-test.

• ANOVAs that yield significant results need to be 
followed by post-hoc tests.  There are many options,    
so try several and compare results.

• Use Post-Hoc tests:  Perform all three and compare

o Bonferroni:  Most conservative (significance harder) 

o Step-Down: Holm is intermediately conservative

o Step-Up: Benjamini & Hochberg is least conservative
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Extensions of One-Way ANOVA 

http://www.pelagicos.net/classes_biometry_fa18.htm



What do I want You to Know

• What are two main limitations of ANOVA?

• What two approaches can follow a 
significant ANOVA?  How do they differ?

• What is the theory behind ANCOVA?

• Appreciate that ANCOVA is a hybrid 
between ANOVA and linear regression

• However, you will not need to do these  
tests in a quiz, either using R or by hand



Limitations of One-Way ANOVA 

• Sometimes, we want to determine differences 
amongst treatments. We have two options: 

o Post Hoc Tests

Not Planned (no hypothesis), All pairs of means

o Contrasts / Comparisons

Planned a priori, Hypothesis driven, Subset 

• Sometimes, there are other co-varying factors 
that cannot be controlled. We have one option: 

ANCOVA – ANOVA with covariates

Hybrid between ANOVA and linear regression



1) ANOVA with Planned Comparisons 
Theoretical Approach:

The variability explained by the Model (the 
experimental manipulation, SSM) is due to the
participants being assigned to different groups.

This variability can be cut up further to test 
specific hypotheses about which groups differ. 

We break down the variance 
captured by the model according 
to hypotheses made a priori                                     
(before the experiment).  



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons 

Rules When Selecting Contrasts:

• Independent

– Contrasts must not interfere with each other
(they must test unique hypotheses).

• Only 2 Chunks of Cake

– Each contrast should compare only 2 chunks
of variation (why?).

• K-1

– You should always end up with one less
contrast than the number of groups.



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons 

Selecting Hypotheses:

• Example: Testing the effects of               
a Drug on Goal scoring using 3 groups:

– Placebo (Sugar Pill)

– Low Dose Drug

– High Dose Drug

• Dependent Variable (DV) was the          
mean number of goals scored per game.

• What hypotheses would we want to test ?



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons 

Hint: In most experiments we usually                      
have one or more control groups.

The logic of control groups dictates                        
that we expect them to be different                        
from groups that we have manipulated.

Thus, the first contrast will always compare 
any control groups (variance chunk 1) against 
any experimental groups (variance chunk 2).



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons 

Hypotheses:
• Hypothesis 1:

– People who take the drug will score more 
goals than those who don’t take the drug.

– Placebo  (Low, High)

• Hypothesis 2:

– People taking a high dose of the drug                 
will score more goals than those taking                  
a low dose.

– Low  High



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons 

Hypotheses: Partitioning the variance



Planned Comparisons – Rules
• Rule 1: Groups with positive weights compared  

to groups with negative weights.

• Rule 2: If a group is not involved in a comparison, 
assign it a weight of zero.

• Rule 3:  For a given contrast, weights assigned 
to group(s) in one chunk of variation should 
be equal to the number of groups in opposite 
chunk of variation.

• Rule 4: Sum of weights for any given  
comparison should be zero.

• Rule 5: If a group singled out in a comparison, 
that group should not be used in any 
subsequent contrasts.



Planned Comparisons – Rules

Positive Negative Sign of Weight

Weights1 2

Sign+1 -2+1

Chunk 1
Low Dose + High Dose

Chunk 2
Placebo Contrast 1



Planned Comparisons – Rules

Positive Negative Sign of Weight

Weights1 1

Sign+1 -1

Chunk 1
Low Dose

Chunk 2
High Dose

Contrast 2

Placebo
Not in 

Contrast

0

0



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons

Use goals.xlsx dataset

Planned Comparisons:

Placebo vs Any Drug

Low and High Dose Level 

Contrast placebo low high

1 -2 1 1

2 0 -1 1



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons

• Use command “contrasts” to set up planned comparisons

> contrasts(goalsData$goals)<-cbind(c(-2,1,1), c(0,-1,1))

> goalModel<-aov(goals ~ dose, data = goalsData)

> anova(goalModel)

Analysis of Variance Table 
Response: goals 

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
dose 2 20.133   10.0667   5.1186 0.02469 * 
Residuals  12 23.600    1.9667 

--- Signif. codes: 
0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons

Call: aov(formula = goals ~ dose, data = goalsData)

Coefficients:  Estimate Std. Error t value   Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)      5.0000   0.6272    7.972   0.0000039 *** 
dose[T.low]     -1.8000   0.8869   -2.029   0.06519    . 
dose[T.placebo] -2.8000   0.8869   -3.157   0.00827 ** 

--- Signif. codes: 
0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ‘ 1 

Residual standard error: 1.402 on 12 degrees of freedom

Multiple R-squared: 0.4604, Adjusted R-squared: 0.3704 

F-statistic: 5.119 on 2 and 12 DF, p-value: 0.02469

> summary.lm(goalModel)



ANOVA with Planned Comparisons

• Placebo and 2 dose levels

• Planned Comparisons

Results

Placebo VS Any Drug

Low Dose VS High Dose

SIG

N.S.



Planned ANOVA Summary

• One-way ANOVA can analyze experiments 
involving only one independent variable 
(factor) manipulated in multiple ways and            
only one measured outcome variable. 

• Planned comparisons allow researchers to test 
specific hypotheses about treatment effects.

• This approach apportions the model variance 
into its components – via a series of 
comparisons of differences between groups.



2) ANOVA with Covariates – ANCOVA

When and Why do we use ANCOVA?

To test for differences between group means when 
we another variable affects the outcome variable. 
Used to control known extraneous variables. 

Advantages of ANCOVA
Reduces Error Variance

By explaining some of unexplained variance (SSR) 
the error variance in the model can be reduced.

Greater Experimental Control
By controlling extraneous variables, we gain 
greater insight into effect of predictor variable.



Theory of ANCOVA

SSR

Error in Model

SSM

Improvement Due to the Model

SST

Total Variance In The Data

SSRCovariate

Goal: Partition the Residual Variance Further

NOTE: ANCOVA can include multiple covariates



ANCOVA – Uses Multiple Regression
• The covariate can be added to the regression 

model of the ANOVA.

• To evaluate the effect of the experimental 
manipulation, controlling for the covariate,  
we enter the covariate into the model first 
(think back to hierarchical regression).

Covariate210 bXbbY ii ++=

iii bDosebbGoals Fitness tsParticipan210 ++=



ANCOVA – An Example

Revisit Libido Drug example (ANOVA lecture).
There are several possible confounding variables 
(e.g. how fit you are)

Conduct same study but quantify libido  of each 
subject’s partner – while you are doing the 
experiment.

Outcome (or DV) = Participant’s Libido
Predictor (or IV) = Dose of Drug (Placebo, Low & High)
Covariate = Participant Partner’s Libido



ANCOVA – The Data

data: libido and partnerLibido
t = 1.345, df = 28, p-value = 0.1894 
alternative hypothesis: true 
correlation is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
-0.1250150 0.5571688 
sample estimates: cor 0.2463496



ANCOVA – The Approach

First, remove  the 
influence of the 
covariate on  the 
dependent variable              
using linear regression

Then, compare the 
regression residuals 
across drug dose groups

NOTE: this hierarchical 
approach requires a type 
III Regression Test 

Residuals



ANCOVA – In R (type II test)
> contrasts(viagraData$dose)<-cbind(c(-2,1,1), c(0,-1,1))

> viagraModel<-aov(libido ~ partnerLibido + dose, 
data = viagraData) 

> Anova(viagraModel)

Anova Table (Type II tests) 
Response: libido 

Sum Sq Df F value  Pr(>F) 
partnerLibido 15.076  1   4.9587   0.03483 * 
dose          25.185  2   4.1419   0.02745 * 
Residuals     79.047 26 

--- Signif. codes: 

0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1



ANCOVA – In R (type III test)
> contrasts(viagraData$dose)<-cbind(c(-2,1,1), c(0,-1,1))

> viagraModel<-aov(libido ~ partnerLibido + dose, 
data = viagraData) 

> Anova(viagraModel, type="III")

Anova Table (Type III tests) 

Response: libido 

Sum Sq Df F value   Pr(>F) 
(Intercept) 76.069   1 25.0205  0.00003342 *** 
partnerLibido 15.076   1 4.9587   0.03483     *
dose 25.185   2 4.1419   0.02745     *
Residuals         79.047  26 

--- Signif. codes: 
0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1



Assumptions of ANCOVA

• ANCOVA is a parametric test based on              
normal distributions. Therefore, it has all of            
the same assumptions as ANOVA. 

• Because ANCOVA relies on linear regression,  
it has all of the same assumptions.  We can save 
and test the regression residuals… like we did 
for linear regression models. 



ANCOVA – Summary

• One-way ANOVA cannot control exogenous 
(external) variables varying independently 
from the treatments.

• ANCOVA uses general linear regression to 
introduce one or more linear regression terms.

• These covariates allow researchers to test 
specific hypotheses about the exogenous 
(external) effects.

• This approach re-apportions some of the 
unexplained (error) variance into the model 
variance.


